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We tested several materials, in particular for the external sphere which is the most difficult to design
because of its exposition to solar action: in fact,
there could be some problems because of the heat
on the surface: we MUST always remember that we
are in the desert, so the thermal excursion between
day and night will be really really important, and
the material MUST be able to withstand this abrupt
change of temperature. The best material in terms
of efficiency, beauty and costs is aluminum.

DIMENSIONS OF THE SPHERES:
External sphere’s radius: 20 m;
Internal sphere’s radius: 12.5 m;
External sphere’s volume: 33510.32 m3;
Internal sphere’s volume: 8181.23 m3;
Empty volume: 25329.09 m3.

SECTION AA’

SECTION BB’

STRESSES AND STRAINS STUDY OF A SPHERE BY A FINITE ELEMENT METHOD

This is a representation of a sphere with a finite elements code. It shows us how to study a spherical structure with a fixity on a point of the sphere. The structure will be resistant to stress and strains, so it shows
us that the sphere is a very good and safe structure.
We see that meshing a spher
e is not so simple because we applied the technique of complete model meshing, and so the rule based mesh technique was not so fitting for our study. No particular loads are
applied on the structure, and for an elastic isotropic material, the thermal coefficient is not so high to explain a significant thermal deformation. Trusses are put inside the sphere in order to simulate floors inside.
In fact, is important to remember that the spherical structure is made to let people come in and offer them a show: inside the smaller sphere there is the planetarium, a sort cinema. Outside, there is the sphere
of the observatory. On the top floor there are telescopes, and the sphere will open on the top in order to allow people to use the telescopes and finally see the stars. As Dante said…. “E QUINDI USCIMMO A
RIVEDER LE STELLE”.
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